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Abstract. Grid computing uses computers that are distributed across various
geographical locations in order to provide enormous computing power and
massive storage. Scientiﬁc applications produce large quantity of sharable data
which requires eﬃcient handling and management. Replica selection is one of
the data management techniques in grid computing and is used for selecting data
from large volumes of distributed data. Replica selection is an interesting data
access problem in data grid. Genetic Algorithms (GA) and Simulated Annealing
(SA) are two popularly used evolutionary algorithms which are diﬀerent in nature.
In this paper, a hybrid approach which combines Genetic Algorithm with Simu‐
lated Annealing, namely, HGASA, is proposed to solve replica selection problem
in data grid. The proposed algorithm, HGASA, considers security, availability of
ﬁle, load balance and response time to improve the performance of the grid.
GridSim simulator is used for evaluating the performance of the proposed algo‐
rithm. The results show that the proposed algorithm, HGASA, outperforms
Genetic Algorithms (GA) by 9 % and Simulated Annealing (SA) by 21 % and Ant
Colony Optimization (ACO) by 50 %.
Keywords: Replica selection · Data grid · Computational grid · Genetic
algorithm · Simulated annealing

1

Introduction

The two major categories of grid computing [1] are: (i) Computational grid and (ii) Data
grid. Computational grid is mainly used for compute intensive applications and data grid
is an infrastructure for storing and sharing large volumes of data, for data intensive
applications Data replication in data grid reduces the access latency in distributed
systems by keeping multiple copies of the data ﬁle in geographically distributed sites
[2]. In a data grid system, there are hundreds of clients across the globe submitting job
requests. Usually, a grid job accesses multiple ﬁles for its job execution. In data-intensive
applications, when a job accesses large ﬁle, the unavailability of that ﬁle can cause the
whole job to hang up. Any node or network failure causes ﬁle unavailability. As a result,
there has been an increasing research interest focusing on how to maximize the ﬁle
availability. Data replication reduces the access latency in distributed systems by
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keeping multiple copies of the data ﬁle in geographically distributed sites [2]. Each grid
site has its own capabilities and characteristics; therefore, selecting one particular site
which has the required data among many such sites, is an important and signiﬁcant
decision [3]. The replica selection problem has been investigated by many researchers
and only response time is considered as a criterion for the selection process. In this work,
the replica selection problem is addressed as an important decision to guarantee eﬃ‐
ciency and to ensure the satisfaction of the grid users by providing replicas with reduced
latency and improved security. The main contribution of this work is to produce an
alternative solution to the replica selection problem based on response time, availability,
security and load balancing. This work extends the replica selection using genetic algo‐
rithm [4] by employing hybrid approach. The proposed replica selection algorithm is
based on both genetic algorithm and simulated annealing and is called as Hybrid of
Genetic Algorithm and Simulated Annealing (HGASA). HGASA is implemented using
GridSim 5.1 simulation toolkit [5]. Performance of the proposed HGASA approach is
compared with Genetic Algorithm (GA), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm,
Simulated Annealing (SA) in terms of TASL (Response Time, Availability, Security
and Load Balancing) value [4].

2

Related Work

Replica selection is one of the important tasks of data management in data intensive
application. It decides which replica location is the best place to access the data for users.
If several replicas are available for a ﬁle, the optimization algorithm determines which
replica should be selected to execute the job. Lin et al. have proposed a Network Coordinate (NC) based nearest replica selection service called Rigel in [6]. Tim and
Ambramson have proposed GriddLeS Data Replication Service (GRS) which provides
limited support for automatic replica selection in [3]. Naseera and Murthy have proposed
predictive replica selection using neural networks [7] based on [8]. Ishii and Mello have
proposed a solution for Data Access Problem (DAP) in [9]. It is a prediction based
optimization approach. Sun et al. have proposed an Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
algorithm for replica selection in [10]. It reduces data access latency, decreases band‐
width consumption and distributes the load evenly. Jadaan et al. have proposed a rank
based elitist clustering genetic algorithm for replica selection in data grid [4].

3

HGASA: Hybrid of Genetic Algorithm and Simulated Annealing
for Replica Selection

Genetic Algorithm (GA) was introduced by J. Holland in 1975 [11] and had been used
for solving searching, learning and optimization problems. GA is a global search tech‐
nique which is based on the mechanism of biological evolution inspired by Darwin’s
theory of evolution [12]. GA consists of two types of operations, namely, mutation and
crossover. These operations are repeatedly applied to a population of chromosomes for
obtaining a possible solution for the given search space. Simulated Annealing (SA) is a
heuristic optimization algorithm [13] and is analogous to annealing in metals and solids.
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SA was ﬁrst introduced by Metropolis et al. in [14]. The idea in Metropolis et al. is used
by Kirkpatrick et al. in [13] to search for an optimal solution in optimization problems.
Combining GA which is a global search technique with SA which is a local search
technique gives the beneﬁt of both, at the same time avoids problems such as premature
convergence and local optimum [15]. In the proposed replica selection architecture, if
a user requests for a replica, the replica selection algorithm gets all information regarding
the replica from the Replica Location Service (RLS) [16]. The best replica location site
is selected based on four parameters: response time, availability, security and load
balancing. The network related information such as bandwidth is gathered with the help
of Network Weather Service (NWS). A hybrid evolutionary algorithm, HGASA, which
employs both Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Simulated Annealing (SA), is proposed in
this work. TASL values are used to compare the performance of the proposed algorithm
with the existing algorithms. During GA implementation, a Model Replica (MR) [4] is
set with maximum (100 %) of response Time T, Availability A, Security S and Load
balancing L. i.e. MR (T, A, S, L) = (100, 100, 100, 100). The distance between MR and
the available replica is computed using the Eq. (1). T1, A1, S1 and L1 are the TASL values
of MR and T0, A0, S0 and L0 are the TASL values of available replica.
(1)
The replicas that are closer to MR are grouped to form a cluster. The replica with
the shortest distance from the MR is selected as the best replica. The cluster metric, M,
is calculated as in [4]. The implementation parameters for the proposed algorithm,
HGASA are initial population is 50, mutation probability is 0.9, crossover probability
is 0.1, initial temperature is 10000 and cooling rate is 0.9. The implementation of
HGASA algorithm for replica selection problem is shown in Algorithm 1.

4

Experimental Results

The ACO, GA, SA and HGASA algorithms are implemented using Intel CORE i5
processor and simulated in GridSim toolkit [5] for selecting best replica location. The
number of sites in the grid network will be deﬁned by the user and with varying perform‐
ance in time, availability, security and load balancing. The number of grid sites is twenty
in the simulation of existing and proposed algorithms. The performance of the ACO,
GA, SA and HGASA are calculated for two diﬀerent scenarios such as 10 user requests
and 25 user requests. The eﬃciency is calculated using the Formula in [4]. GA is 44 %
more eﬃcient than ACO algorithm for selecting replica in data grid. HGASA shows
21 %, 9 % and 50 % more improvement in eﬃciency when compared to SA, GA and
ACO respectively. When two or more sites have the best possible performance in terms
of response time, security, availability and load balancing which are equal in propor‐
tional value but vary in the order, then randomly one among them is selected for creating
the replica. All the factors are equally considered and one factor is not preferred over
the other during replication. The response time, security, availability and load balancing
for all the twenty sites are generated randomly from 75 to 95.
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Conclusion

HGASA based Replica Selection in Data Grid improves the eﬃciency of selecting the
best replica site for user requests during job execution. The eﬃciency is improved by
increasing the number of parameters such as response time, availability of the ﬁle,
security and load balancing. The eﬃciency of the HGASA algorithm is compared with
GA, SA and ACO. ACO algorithm does not deal with availability, security and load
balancing, and therefore not eﬃcient when compared to genetic algorithm, simulated
annealing and HGASA. The eﬃciency of genetic algorithm and simulated annealing is
44 % and 36 % greater than ACO algorithm. The proposed algorithm, HGASA, performs
better than all the three algorithms, namely, GA, SA and ACO by 9 %, 21 % and 50 %
respectively. The eﬃciency can be improved further by considering other parameters
such as bandwidth, scheduling strategies, access pattern that are important for job
execution.
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